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Universal Approximation of Linear Time-Invariant
(LTI) Systems through RNNs: Power of

Randomness in Reservoir Computing
Shashank Jere, Lizhong Zheng, Karim Said, and Lingjia Liu

Abstract—Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are known to
be universal approximators of dynamic systems under fairly
mild and general assumptions. However, RNNs usually suffer
from the issues of vanishing and exploding gradients in standard
RNN training. Reservoir computing (RC), a special RNN where
the recurrent weights are randomized and left untrained, has
been introduced to overcome these issues and has demonstrated
superior empirical performance especially in scenarios where
training samples are extremely limited. On the other hand, the
theoretical grounding to support this observed performance has
yet been fully developed. In this work, we show that RC can
universally approximate a general linear time-invariant (LTI)
system. Specifically, we present a clear signal processing inter-
pretation of RC and utilize this understanding in the problem of
approximating a generic LTI system. Under this setup, we analyt-
ically characterize the optimum probability density function for
configuring (instead of training and/or randomly generating) the
recurrent weights of the underlying RNN of the RC. Extensive
numerical evaluations are provided to validate the optimality of
the derived distribution for configuring the recurrent weights of
the RC to approximate a general LTI system. Our work results
in clear signal processing-based model interpretability of RC
and provides theoretical explanation/justification for the power
of randomness in randomly generating instead of training RC’s
recurrent weights. Furthermore, it provides a complete optimum
analytical characterization for configuring the untrained recur-
rent weights, marking an important step towards explainable
machine learning (XML) to incorporate domain knowledge for
efficient learning.

Index Terms—Reservoir computing, echo state network, neural
network, deep learning, system identification and approximation,
explainable machine learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

The rise of deep learning methods [1] in recent times has
been unprecedented, owing largely to their remarkable success
in fields as diverse as image classification [2], speech recog-
nition [3] and language translation [4], among many others.
Specifically, recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are known
to be universal approximators for dynamical systems under
general conditions [5], making them suitable for applications
involving temporally correlated data. Therefore, RNNs are
well suited to sequential tasks such as sentence sentiment
classification [6], language translation [7], video frame anal-
ysis [8], [9] as well as recently in receive processing tasks
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such as symbol detection [10] in wireless communications.
More recently, RNNs have also been adapted to be applied
in natural language processing (NLP) tasks to emulate the
remarkable success of transformers [11] while avoiding their
high computational and memory complexity. However, vanilla
RNNs exhibit the problem of vanishing and exploding gradi-
ents [12] when trained using the backpropagation through time
(BPTT) algorithm [13]. Long short-term memory (LSTM)
networks [14] alleviate this problem to a certain degree by
incorporating additional internal gating procedures [15], [16]
and thus, deliver more robust performance compared to vanilla
RNNs [17]. On the other hand, LSTMs require significantly
more training data due to their richer modeling capabilities,
thereby posing a challenge when the training data is inherently
limited, e.g., in the physical (PHY) and medium access control
(MAC) layers of modern wireless systems where the over-
the-air (OTA) training data is extremely limited. To balance
this trade-off, randomized recurrent neural networks [18] have
been a topic of active investigation. A general randomized
RNN consists of an untrained hidden layer with recurrent
units, which non-linearly projects the input data into a high-
dimensional feature space, and a trained output layer which
scales and combines the outputs of the hidden layer in a linear
fashion. Reservoir Computing (RC) [19] is a specific paradigm
within the class of randomized RNN approaches where the
echo state network (ESN) [20] is a popular implementation of
the general RC framework.

In RC architectures including the ESN, typically only the
output layer of the network is trained using pseudo-inversion
or Tikhonov regularization, while the weights of the input
layers and the hidden layers are fixed after initialization
based on a certain pre-determined distribution. This particular
feature of RC significantly reduces the amount of required
training making it uniquely suitable for applications where the
number of training samples is extremely limited. Furthermore,
since the recurrent weights are randomly generated and fixed,
RC completely avoids the issues of vanishing and exploding
gradients that commonly occur in the standard RNN training.
Despite its limited training, RC has demonstrated impressive
performance in many sequential processing applications in-
cluding NLP tasks, e.g., decoding grammatical structure from
sentences [21], learning word-to-meaning mappings [22], in
video frame analysis tasks such as event detection in visual
content [23], as well as in stock market prediction [24].
Recently, RC has found great appeal in various wireless appli-
cations, especially in the PHY/MAC layer receive processing
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with extremely scarce OTA training data. For example, ESNs
and its extensions have been utilized to construct symbol de-
tectors for 5G and Beyond 5G multiple antenna systems [10],
[25]–[27]. In addition, the ESN has been applied to effectively
combat inter-symbol interference (ISI) and improve detection
performance in a chaotic baseband wireless communication
system [28]. Furthermore, ESN-based deep reinforcement
learning has been introduced for dynamic spectrum access
in 5G networks to provide improved sample efficiency and
convergence rate over traditional RNN structures [29]. Beyond
conventional wireless communications, RC has also found
utility in equalization for optical transmission [30] and signal
classification in optoelectronic oscillators [31].

Although RNNs and its variants including RC have shown
superior empirical performance in various sequence processing
tasks, a fundamental theoretical understanding of their effec-
tiveness using classical tools remains largely unexplored. As
discussed in [32], “lack of explainability” is one of the top five
challenges in applying machine learning approaches to appli-
cations with limited training data such as telecommunication
networks, which have traditionally been designed based on
a mixture of theoretical analysis, wireless channel measure-
ments, and human intuition and understanding. In fact, the
traditional approach has proven amenable for domain experts
to resort to either theoretical analysis or computer simulations
to validate wireless system building blocks. Therefore, it is
desirable for neural network models to have similar levels of
explainability especially when designed for wireless systems,
and in general for applications with specifications-limited or
cost-prohibitive procedures of obtaining training data samples.

A. State-of-the-Art in Explainable Machine Learning (XML)
Even though deep neural networks have been effective in

various applications, they are still largely perceived as black-
box functions converting features in input data to classification
labels or regression values at their output. With the growing
real-world application of neural network models in sensitive
areas such as autonomous driving and medical diagnostics,
there is an increasing need to develop a deep understanding
of the inner workings of such models. This has given birth
to the field of Explainable Machine Learning (XML) which
has seen important developments in recent times. A useful
overview of Layer-Wise Relevance Propagation (LRP), which
is an explainability technique for deep neural networks that
uses propagation of relevance information from the output to
the input layers, is provided in [33]. An information-theoretic
approach towards opening the black box of neural networks
was provided in [34] building upon the information bottleneck
(IB) principle. SHAP (SHapley Additive exPlanations), which
is a model interpretation framework built on the principles
of game theory, was introduced in [35]. Outside of neural
network models, the work in [36] introduces the concept of
local explanation vectors, applying the technique to support
vector machines (SVMs). While these works introduce useful
interpretation and explanation frameworks, a first principles-
based approach that utilizes a signal processing-oriented un-
derstanding is largely missing or not yet fully developed for
most neural network architectures.

Among studies exploring the theoretical explanations behind
the success of RC in time-series problems, one of the first
is [37], which introduces a functional space approximation
framework for a better understanding of the operation of
ESNs. Another recent work of note is [38] which shows that
an ESN without nonlinear activation is equivalent to vector
autoregression (VAR). [39] makes the case for ESNs being
universal approximators for ergodic dynamical systems. The
effectiveness of RC in predicting complex nonlinear dynamical
systems such as the Lorenz and the Rössler systems was stud-
ied in [40], while [41] investigated the tuning and optimization
of the length of the fading memory of RC systems. Our
previous work in [42] derived an upper bound on the Empirical
Rademacher Complexity (ERC) for single-reservoir ESNs and
showed tighter generalization for ESNs as compared to tradi-
tional RNNs, while simultaneously demonstrating the utility
of the derived bound in optimizing an ESN-based symbol
detector in multi-antenna wireless receivers. Other statistical
learning theory-based works such as [43] also attempt to
bound the generalization error for RC using slightly modi-
fied Rademacher-type complexity measures. In our previous
work [44], we introduce a signal processing analysis of the
ESN and present a complete analytical characterization of the
optimum untrained recurrent weight for an ESN with a single
neuron when employed in the wireless channel equalization
task. While the works in existing literature provide interesting
insights using information-theoretic or statistical learning-
theoretic principles, a lucid signal processing understanding
coupled with complete analytical characterizations using con-
ventional tools has not been established yet. With this in
mind, we aim to accomplish the following two objectives
in this work: i) Gain a theoretical understanding of why
randomly generated reservoir weights provide good empirical
performance for function approximation, and ii) develop a
systematic methodology to configure this random generation
of reservoir weights incorporating prior information or domain
knowledge. With these objectives, we provide an outline in the
next section for the set of problems considered, the overall
approach adopted and the steps taken to solve them.

B. Our Contributions
The main contributions of this work are summarized below:
1) First, we consider the “atomic” problem of approxi-

mating the impulse response of a first-order infinite
impulse response (IIR) filter using an ESN consisting
of two neurons in the reservoir with fixed reservoir
weights and with linear activation. Formulating this as
an orthogonal projection problem, we precisely calculate
the corresponding approximation error and derive an
exact scaling law that relates this approximation error to
the distance between the ESN’s poles (i.e., the recurrent
reservoir weights).

2) Second, continuing with the impulse response of the
first-order IIR system as the target function, we consider
the problem of approximating its impulse response using
an ESN with multiple neurons having randomly gener-
ated weights. Optimizing the corresponding approxima-
tion error, we derive the optimum probability density
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function (PDF) to configure the random generation of
the ESN reservoir weights.

3) Third, we generalize this result by showing that the
derived optimum PDF for approximating a first-order
IIR system is also optimum for approximating general
higher-order LTI systems that can be written as a linear
combination of first-order poles.

4) Fourth, we show that under linear activation, a reservoir
with random and sparse interconnections between its
constituent neurons has an equivalent representation as
a reservoir with non-interconnected neurons.

5) Finally, via extensive numerical evaluations, we empir-
ically confirm the following: i) Validity of the derived
approximation error scaling law, and ii) Optimality of
the derived optimum PDF for configuring the ESN reser-
voir weights when applied to the task of approximating
a first-order IIR and higher-order LTI systems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec. II
presents the problem formulation for the task of LTI system
approximation using an ESN. Sec. III presents our approach
and analysis to derive the optimum distribution for configuring
the random generation of ESN reservoir weights. Sec. IV
outlines the training procedure of the ESN and briefly outlines
overfitting concerns in this scenario. Numerical evaluations to
validate the theoretical findings in the preceding sections are
presented in Sec. V. Finally, we provide concluding remarks
and directions for future work in Sec. VI.

Notation: R: set of real numbers; Upa, bq: uniform dis-
tribution with support ra, bs; N pµ, σ2q: Gaussian (normal)
distribution with mean µ and variance σ2; Er¨s: Expectation
operator, VARp¨q: Variance operator; c and C denote scalars, c
denotes a column vector; } ¨ }2: ℓ2-norm; xa,by “ bTa: inner
product of vectors a,b P Rn. C denotes a matrix; p¨qT : matrix
transpose; p¨q:: Moore-Penrose matrix pseudo-inverse. λpCq

denotes the spectrum (set of eigenvalues) of C. pAp¨q denotes
the probability density function (PDF) of a random variable
α. PrpEq denotes the probability of event E. pa, bq denotes an
open interval and ra, bs denotes a closed interval for a, b P R.
W.L.O.G. stands for “without loss of generality”. We define the
following terms to have this specific meaning in the remainder
of the paper: i) “Training”: Data-driven optimization of neural
network (NN) model weights via backpropagation-based or
single-shot algorithms (e.g., least squares), ii) “Randomly
generating”: The process of generating NN model weights in
an i.i.d. manner by sampling them from a pre-determined and
unoptimized distribution, iii) “Configuring”: The process of
generating NN model weights in an i.i.d. manner by sampling
them from an analytically derived distribution taking into
account prior information or domain knowledge.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Randomized RNN: RC and The Echo State Network (ESN)

In the context of a randomized RNN [18] and more specif-
ically an ESN, a general learning problem can be defined by
the tuple pZ,P,H, ℓq, where:

‚ X and Y are the input and output spaces respectively. In
our case, X P RDˆT represents a time sequence of length

T . The output space is Y P RKˆT or Y P t0, 1uKˆT ,
depending on whether the network is being employed for
regression or classification respectively in the sequence-
to-sequence setting. In the sequence-to-vector setting, we
have Y P RK or Y P t0, 1uK . Here, D and K are the
input and output dimensions respectively.

‚ Z “ X ˆ Y represents the joint input-output space.
‚ P is the space of probability distributions defined on Z .
‚ H is the space of all function approximators h : X Ñ Y

where h denotes the neural network function.
‚ The loss function ℓp¨q is defined as ℓ : Y ˆ Y Ñ R.
Define an input sequence U “

“

ur1s,ur2s, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,urT s
‰

of
length T such that urns P RD and U P RDˆT for the
discrete-time indices n “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , T . Note that each data
sample upnq in the time series U is a (column) vector of
dimension D. For every training sequence U, a label (ground
truth) sequence G is available to train the network, where
G “ rgr1s,gr2s, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,grT ss such that grns P RK for a
(sequence-to-sequence) regression task and grns P t0, 1uK for
a (sequence-to-sequence) classification task. The training set
ZN of size N is then defined as the set of input-label tuples
ZN :“

␣

pU1,G1q, pU2,G2q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pUN ,GN q
(

, where ZN

is generated i.i.d. according to some (unknown) joint input-
output probability distribution Pp¨, ¨q P P . The general setup
described above is applicable to a time series problem with any
recurrent deep learning model. Within the class of randomized
RNNs, we consider a single reservoir ESN containing M neu-
rons with random and sparse interconnections (among other
possibilities) and a single output (readout) weights matrix. This
structure is depicted in Fig. 1. Next, we define the input, output

Fig. 1. An echo state network (ESN) with a single reservoir.

and the model weights of the ESN in the following:
‚ xresrns P RM is the reservoir state vector at time index
n.

‚ Xres “
“

xresr1s, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xresrT s
‰

P RMˆT is defined as
the “reservoir states matrix” of the individual states from
n “ 1 to n “ T .

‚ xinrns P RD denotes the ESN input. yrns P RK denotes
the ESN output.

‚ Win P RMˆD is the input weights matrix, Wres P

RMˆM is the reservoir weights matrix, Wout P RKˆM

is the output weights matrix.
For a point-wise nonlinear activation function σp¨q, the state
update equation and the output equation are respectively:

xresrns “ σ
`

Wresxresrn ´ 1s ` Winxinrns
˘

, (1)
yrns “ Woutxresrns. (2)
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In this setup, Win and Wres are randomly generated, i.e.,
initialized from a certain pre-determined but arbitrary distribu-
tion, e.g., the uniform or Gaussian distributions, and then kept
fixed throughout the training and inference (test) stages. Unlike
vanilla RNNs and its variants where all network weights are
trained using BPTT, the only trainable network parameter in
the ESN is the output weights matrix Wout, which is trained
using a pseudoinverse-based closed-form linear update rule.
This greatly reduces the number of trainable parameters, as
well as the training computational complexity, lending well to
applications with limited training data availability. Addition-
ally, the sparsely interconnected nature of Wres is controlled
via the hyperparameter named ‘sparsity’ (denoted as κ), which
represents the probability of an element of Wres being zero.
The internal reservoir structure of Fig. 1 depicts this random
and potentially sparse nature of the interconnections between
the constituent neurons.

B. Approximating an Atomic LTI System with an ESN

Consider the target LTI system characterized by the follow-
ing causal time-domain impulse response:

sαrns “

#

αn, n ě 0

0, n ă 0
“ αnurns, (3)

where α P p´1, 1q and urns is the discrete-time unit step
function. Thus, the target system to be approximated by
the ESN is described by the time-domain impulse response
characterized by the infinite-dimensional vector sα P R8. We
choose this as the first case to analyze since the time-domain
impulse response of a large class of general LTI systems can
be written exactly as a linear combination of first order IIR
impulse responses of Eq. (3) [45], i.e.,

hrns “

N0
ÿ

i“1

wisαi
rns, (4)

where wi P R are the combining weights, thereby making the
extension to the general case feasible given the analysis for
the simple case of Eq. (3). This is shown in Sec. III-E.

In this work, we consider a simplified version of the more
general ESN described in Sec. II-A. Specifically, we consider a
simple reservoir construction where the individual neurons are
disconnected from each other and only consist of unit delay
self-feedback loops. This translates to Wres being a diagonal
matrix. Next, for tractability of analysis, we consider linear
activation such that σp¨q in Eq. (1) is an identity mapping. As
shown in our previous work [44], a single neuron with linear
activation can be modeled as a first-order infinite impulse
response (IIR) filter with a single pole. This is illustrated in
Fig. 2, where a single neuron or “node” inside the reservoir
simply implements a first-order autoregressive process AR(1)
with a feedback weight a. The system response for the IIR
filter in Fig. 2 is given by

H0pzq “
Xoutpzq

Xinpzq
“

1

1 ´ az´1
. (5)

Fig. 2. Modeling a neuron in the reservoir with linear activation as a single-
pole IIR filter.

Finally, we consider the input weights to be unity, as their
effect is absorbed in the output weights when the activation
employed in the reservoir is linear.

With the aforementioned preliminaries laid out, the ESN
design problem for LTI system approximation can be articu-
lated as follows. Consider an ESN reservoir as a collection of
non-interconnected neurons with fixed corresponding reservoir
(recurrent) weights tβmuMm“1, where each βm P p´1, 1q

to ensure stability of its impulse response βn
murns. Such

a reservoir with non-interconnected neurons has also been
considered for neuromorphic computing in an experimental
setting using photonic hardware [46], thus highlighting its
practical applicability. We would like to choose tβmuMm“1 such
that their weighted combination approximates the normalized
target sα

}sα}2
with a low approximation error, i.e.,

sα
}sα}2

«

M
ÿ

m“1

Wmsβm , (6)

where sβm
rns “ βmurns. Note that target normalization is

imperative to ensure that the mean approximation error across
multiple LTI system realizations (i.e., values of “parameter” α)
is not dominated by realizations for which α is closer to 1 or
´1 over those for which α is closer to 0. With this formulation,
the normalized target has unit norm. This can also be written
as the system function in terms of the z-transform as

Sαpzq «

M
ÿ

m“1

WmSβm
pzq, (7)

which can be expanded as
?
1 ´ α2

1 ´ αz´1
«

M
ÿ

m“1

Wm

1 ´ βmz´1
. (8)

Thus, the system being estimated is an infinite impulse re-
sponse (IIR) system with a single pole α, where the ESN
attempts to estimate this IIR impulse response as a weighted
combination of M IIR impulse responses characterized by the
random poles tβmu, which are kept fixed during training of
the output weights tWmu and during test. This problem can be
characterized as a system “approximation” or “identification”
problem, whereby a linear ESN with a reservoir of non-
interconnected neurons with randomly generated or configured
weights attempts to reproduce the output of the unknown
LTI system belonging to a known model family, in this case,
a single-pole IIR system. The problem setup is depicted in
Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Approximating an LTI system belonging to a known model family
(e.g., first-order IIR system) with a linear non-interconnected reservoir ESN.

C. ESN Initialization and Training

The process of initializing the ESN reservoir weights (ran-
dom generation or configuration) and subsequent training
of output weights consists of three components: i) a target
function fp¨;αq to be approximated, ii) a linear subspace
Ω spanned by the reservoir basis functions, and iii) an
approximation pfp¨;β1, . . . , βM q of the target function in Ω.
For the LTI system approximation task, the target function
is the normalized impulse response of the system, given by
fp¨;αq “ sα

}sα}2
. The subspace spanned by the reservoir

neurons is given by Ω “ spanpsβ1
, . . . , sβM

q. For a gen-
eral loss function Lpf ; pfq, the training procedure finds the
output combining weights tWmu such that the approximation
pfp¨;β1, . . . , βM q lying in Ω minimizes Lpf ; pfq. With the ℓ2
norm as the loss function Lpf ; pfq, the ESN training procedure
finds pfp¨;β1, . . . , βM q as the ℓ2 training loss minimizing
approximation, implying that it is the orthogonal projection of
fp¨;αq onto Ω. The corresponding approximation error is then
referred to as the “projection error”. This setup is illustrated
in Fig. 4. The projection error can be written as the following

Fig. 4. Learning a single-pole IIR system: An orthogonal projection view.

ℓ2-loss:

ε “

›

›

›

›

›

sα
}sα}2

´

M
ÿ

m“1

W˚
msβm

›

›

›

›

›

2

2

, (9)

where

tW˚
mu “ argmin

tWmu

›

›

›

›

›

sα
}sα}2

´

M
ÿ

m“1

Wmsβm

›

›

›

›

›

2

2

, (10)

are the optimum output weights given by

w “ Σ´1r. (11)

Here, w △
“ rW˚

1 . . . W˚
M sT P RM , and the projection error

can be shown to be

ε “ 1 ´ rTΣ´1r. (12)

Here, }sα}22 “
ř8

n“0 α
2n “ 1

1´α2 , and r P RMˆ1 and Σ P

RMˆM are respectively defined as

r
△
“

1

}sα}2

»

—

–

xsβ1 , sαy

...
xsβM

, sαy

fi

ffi

fl

, (13)

and rΣsi,j
△
“ xsβi

, sβj
y, where rΣsi,j is the element of Σ in

the ith row and the jth column.
The projection error of Eq. (12) is intrinsically linked to the

training loss when tWmu are trained with finite labeled data
samples. Specifically, for an impulse input, i.e., }x}2 “ 1, the
data-driven training loss is lower bounded by the projection
error ε. This is because the projection error makes use of
the “optimum” output combining weights tW˚

mu, computing
which requires knowledge of α. This inherently assumes that
an infinite number of data samples are available for training
tWmu so that they converge to tW˚

mu. Thus, the projection
error of Eq. (12) is the lowest achievable training loss for
an impulse input (}x} “ 1). Then, the loss metric Lp¨; ¨q to
be used to optimize the fixed reservoir weights tβmu can be
defined as the projection error of Eq. (9), i.e.,

Lpα;β1, . . . , βM q
△
“ ε. (14)

Since we are interested in designing a single ESN with
reservoir weights that provides a low approximation error on
average, we model α as a random variable with a known prior
PDF pAp¨q. For example, system identification tasks in acous-
tic and electromechanical servo systems employ frequency-
domain methods [47], [48] in practice to empirically deduce
the distribution of the system poles or the modes of a given LTI
system. Then, the ultimate ESN design goal is to analytically
choose the fixed optimum reservoir weights tβ˚

1 , . . . , β
˚
Mu

according to

tβ˚
1 , . . . , β

˚
Mu “ argmin

tβ1,...,βMu

Eα„pAp¨q

“

Lpα;β1, . . . , βM q
‰

,

(15)

so that the expected projection error is minimized, where the
expectation is taken over the target function parameter α.

Determining the optimum tβ˚
muMm“1 individually can be

intractably challenging. Therefore, we take an alternative ap-
proach of treating each βm as a random variable such that
an individual pole βm is sampled i.i.d. from the PDF pBp¨q.
Instead of finding the optimum reservoir weights individually,
we attempt to find the optimum probability distribution in
terms of its PDF p˚

Bp¨q, from which the poles tβ1, . . . , βMu

can be “configured” by sampling from p˚
Bp¨q in an i.i.d.

manner. Therefore, the reservoir optimization problem can be
reformulated as determining the optimum PDF p˚

Bp¨q of the
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ESN pole distribution which satisfies

p˚
Bp¨q

“ argmin
pBp¨q

E
tβ1,...,βMu

i.i.d.
„ pBp¨q

„

Eα„pAp¨q

“

Lpα;β1, . . . , βM q
‰

ȷ

.

(16)

In the next section, we describe a method of solving this
optimization problem by using a local approximation.

Fig. 5. Projection Error (ε) of Eq. (12) versus α for M “ 5, 7, 9 ESN poles
evenly spaced in p´1, 1q. The local minima represent the locations of the
poles tβmuMm“1 in each case.

III. RESERVOIR OPTIMIZATION

A. Nearest Neighbors Approximation

As M Ñ 8, the projection error Lpα;β1, . . . , βM q can
be estimated by making a “nearest neighbors approximation”.
This approximation states that in the neighborhood of a given
α, the approximation error due to tβmuMm“1 is dominated by
the two ESN poles closest to α. In this treatment, we assume
that α „ Up´α0, α0q

△
“ pAp¨q, where 0 ă α0 ă 1. Then, the

nearest neighbors approximation states that

Lpα;β1, . . . , βM q « rLpα;β1, . . . , βM q, (17)

where the “surrogate loss” rL is defined as

rLpα;β1, . . . , βM q
△
“ Lpα;βp1q, βp2qq. (18)

Here, βp1q and βp2q are the two ESN poles that are closest to α,
i.e., its two nearest neighbors, with βp1q, βp2q Ă tβ1, . . . , βMu.
In this treatment, we define a local neighborhood R as the
interval containing βp1q, α and βp2q, i.e., it is the interval
containing the LTI system pole α and only the two nearest
ESN poles β1 and β2. With the approximation of Eq. (17),
the optimization problem can be stated as

p˚
Bp¨q

“ argmin
pBp¨q

E
tβmu

i.i.d.
„ pBp¨q

«

Eα„pAp¨q

„

rL
`

α; tβmuMm“1

˘

ȷ

ff

.

(19)

In the following sequence of steps, we denote p˚
Bp¨q as p˚

B for
brevity of notation. If the projection error corresponding to the

problem in Eq. (19) is ε1, i.e.,

ε1

“ min
pB

E
tβmu

i.i.d.
„ pB

„

Eα„pAp¨q

“

rLpα;β1, . . . , βM q
‰

ȷ

,

“ min
pB

E
tβmu

i.i.d.
„ pB

„

ÿ

R

ż

uPR
pApuq rLpα;β1, . . . , βM qdu

ȷ

,

“ min
pB

E
tβmu

i.i.d.
„ pB

„

ÿ

R

ż

uPR
pApuqL

´

α;βp1q, βp2q
¯

du

ȷ

,

ď min
pB

E
tβmu

i.i.d.
„ pB

„

ÿ

R

ż

uPR
pApuq ¨ sup

αPR
L
´

α;βp1q, βp2q
¯

du

ȷ

,

“ min
pB

E
tβmu

i.i.d.
„ pB

„

ÿ

R
Prpα P Rq ¨ sup

αPR
L
´

α;βp1q, βp2q
¯

ȷ

,

(20)

where the dummy variable u denotes a particular realization of
the random variable α. Since Prpα P Rq is constant regardless
of the location of the small neighborhood R in the entire range
of r´α0, α0s for α „ pAp¨q, the optimization problem can be
stated as the min-max formulation given by

p˚
B “ argmin

pB

E
tβmu

i.i.d.
„ pB

„

ÿ

R
sup
αPR

“

Lpα;βp1q, βp2qq
‰

ȷ

. (21)

As we shall see in the next section, obtaining the exact
expression for supαPR

“

Lpα;βp1q, βp2qq
‰

can be intractably
challenging. Instead, we derive an upper bound B

pRq
ε for this

term so that supαPR
“

Lpα;βp1q, βp2qq
‰

ď B
pRq
ε . Therefore, we

define the “optimum” distribution p˚
Bp¨q as that which solves

the following optimization problem:

p˚
Bp¨q “ argmin

pBp¨q

E
tβmu

i.i.d.
„ pB

„

ÿ

R
BpRq

ε

ȷ

. (22)

In the next section, we derive an expression for BpRq
ε .

B. Error Bound with Nearest Neighbors Approximation

We analyze the behavior of the error of Eq. (12) in the small
neighborhood R where the two nearest neighbors of α P R,
βp1q and βp2q are denoted simply as β1 and β2 for clarity of
notation and β1 ă β2 W.L.O.G. Thus, for the purpose of this
analysis, R is defined as the interval containing β1, α and β2.
With this disclaimer, in the following analysis, we denote the
projection error of Eq. (12) as εp2q, where the subscript p2q

denotes the fact that we are evaluating a 2-nearest neighbors
error in a small neighborhood R. εp2q

△
“ Lpα;β1, β2q can be

evaluated by substituting for r and Σ with M “ 2 in Eq. (12).
After further manipulation, it can be obtained as

εp2q “ 1 ´
p1 ´ α2qp1 ´ β1β2q

pβ1 ´ β2q2

˜

p1 ´ β2
1qp1 ´ β1β2q

p1 ´ αβ1q2

´ 2
p1 ´ β2

1qp1 ´ β2
2q

p1 ´ αβ1qp1 ´ αβ2q
`

p1 ´ β2
2qp1 ´ β1β2q

p1 ´ αβ2q2

¸

. (23)

Since our focus is on the small neighborhood R, we quantify
the density of packing of the two ESN poles β1 and β2 by
defining them around a mid-point βc as β1 “ βc ´ ∆ and
β2 “ βc ` ∆, where ∆ ě 0 and βc

△
“ 1

2 pβ1 ` β2q.
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We are interested in the trend followed by the maximum
value of this error within R as a function of ∆. However,
obtaining an expression for the true maximum error ε

pmaxq

p2q

by finding the stationary point inside R can be intractably
tedious. Therefore, instead of finding ε

pmaxq

p2q
, we attempt to

find an upper bound Bε on ε
pmaxq

p2q
. With this final goal, we

state the following proposition.

Proposition 1. An upper bound on the maximum error in R
is given by

Bε “ ε
pmidq

p2q
` ∆

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

Bεp2q

Bα

∣∣∣∣
α“βc

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

, (24)

where ε
pmidq

p2q

△
“ εp2qpβcq.

This can be seen with the aid of Fig. 6 which plots the
projection error εp2q with the nearest neighbors approximation
for β1, β2 ą 0 W.L.O.G. It can be observed that Bε of
Eq. (24) is one of the possible upper bounds on the true
maximum error εp2q|α“αmax

. Since εp2q is a concave function
of α and has exactly one local maximum inside R, the claim
of Proposition 1 always holds within R which is bounded by
exactly one ESN pole on either side. Then, εp2q evaluated at

Fig. 6. Nearest Neighbors Approximation: Projection error εp2q plotted in
the neighborhood R with poles β1 and β2 on its edges.

βc is given in the following lemma.

Lemma 1. The 2-nearest neighbors-based projection error
εp2q, evaluated at the mid-point, i.e., α “ βc of the small
neighborhood R is given by

ε
pmidq

p2q
“

1

p1 ´ β2
c q4

∆4 ` Op∆6q. (25)

The complete proof of this result is provided in Appendix A.
This is an important outcome, indicating that the neighborhood
error has a power scaling law with ∆ given by ∆4. Similarly,
an expression for Bεp2q

Bα |α“βc
is given in the following lemma.

Lemma 2. The rate of change of εp2q in R, evaluated at the
mid-point α “ βc is given by

Bεp2q

Bα

∣∣∣∣
α“βc

“
4βc

p1 ´ β2
c q5

∆4 ` Op∆6q. (26)

The complete derivation for this result is given in Ap-
pendix B. With the results of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, we
can use Proposition 1 to state the following theorem.

Theorem 1. An upper bound on the worst-case (highest)
projection error in R is given by

Bε “
1

p1 ´ β2
c q4

∆4 `
4|βc|

p1 ´ β2
c q5

∆5 ` Op∆7q. (27)

This result follows from directly substituting Eq. (25) and
Eq. (26) in Eq. (24) of Proposition 1. Note that a tighter
bound on the true maximum error εpmaxq

p2q
can be obtained by

evaluating the RHS of Eq. (24) at an α “ α˚ that is closer to
the true maximizing point αpmaxq, instead of at the mid-point
α “ βc. However, it can be shown that such a tighter bound
also exhibits a minimum dependence of ∆4. With either upper
bound, the conclusion is that the worst-case projection error in
R obeys a scaling law versus ∆ with the minimum exponent
4 and no lower than that, i.e., the error scales at least as ∆4,
which is a significant result.

C. Deriving the Optimum ESN Pole Distribution

Theorem 1 expresses an upper bound on the approximation
error of an LTI system pole α using only two ESN poles
β1 and β2, as a function of the distance between the poles
∆ “

|β2´β1|

2 . Now, we revert to the problem of approximating
α using M ESN poles tβmuMm“1 that are “configured” by
sampling them in an i.i.d. manner from the PDF pBp¨q.
As M Ñ 8, we now define a neighborhood R as an
infinitesimally small interval over p´α0, α0q in which the PDF
pBp¨q is constant with value pBpRq. We denote the length of
this interval as |R|. Then, for a particular realization of α
say αpRq lying inside R, the nearest neighbors approxima-
tion states that the approximation error is given by the two
ESN poles say βp1,Rq and βp2,Rq that are closest to αpRq.
Denote the corresponding minimum distance between them as
∆pRq “

|βp2,Rq
´βp1,Rq

|

2 . The upper bound on the highest error
in R is given by Eq. (27), which we write as B

pRq
ε p∆pRqq.

Then, the contribution of this particular realization αpRq to
the average approximation error across all realizations of α

is given by CpRq “ pApαpRqq ¨ |R| ¨ B
pRq
ε . To satisfy the

min-max optimization objective of Eq. (20) and thus, that of
Eq. (21), we require that CpRq remain constant across all such
neighborhoods, i.e., for any two neighborhoods R and R1, we
require CpRq “ CpR1

q. Since pAp¨q is constant and as |R|

does not depend on M or ∆pRq, we require B
pRq
ε “ B

pR1
q

ε .
Using only the leading terms of Eq. (27), this becomes

`

∆pRq
˘4

`

1 ´ βcpRq2
˘4 “

`

∆pR1
q
˘4

`

1 ´ βcpR1q2
˘4 ,

ñ
`

∆pRq
˘4

9 p1 ´ βcpRq2q4,

ñ ∆pRq 9p1 ´ βcpRq2q. (28)

Now, ∆pRq 9 1
M ¨pBpRq

. Thus, the optimum PDF p˚
Bp¨q must

vary in R as

p˚
BpRq 9

1

1 ´ βcpRq2
. (29)

Since this relationship must hold in every infinitesimally small
R, we can write the PDF p˚

Bp¨q in terms of the realization β
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of the random variable representing an ESN pole. Hence, we
replace βcpRq with β to write the optimum p˚

Bpβq for the
“global” allocation of ESN poles as

p˚
Bpβq “

1

C

1

p1 ´ β2q
, (30)

where the PDF normalizing constant C is found by solving
şα0

´α0

C
1´β2 dβ “ 1 for |α0| ă 1, giving C “ logp 1`α0

1´α0
q. As an

example for α0 “ 0.95, C “ 3.6636 and the optimum ESN
pole (reservoir weight) distribution is

p˚
Bpβq “

0.273

1 ´ β2
. (31)

The optimum PDF curves for α0 “ 0.95 and α0 “ 0.8
are plotted in Fig. 7. Recognizing that ∆9 1

M , where M is

Fig. 7. Optimum PDF p˚
Bpβq curves for α0 “ 0.95 and α0 “ 0.8.

the number of neurons in the reservoir, Theorem 1 provides
a practical scaling law for the ESN projection error and by
extension, the training loss, i.e., εpmaxq

p2q
9 1

M4 . Such a direct
scaling relationship of the training loss as a function of the
model size is currently not available for more traditional neural
network architectures.

D. Incorporating Prior Distributions on pole of LTI system

In the derivation of p˚
Bpβq in Sec. III-C, the prior distribution

of the pole of the unknown LTI system was assumed to be
uniform, i.e., α „ Up´α0, α0q. However, the PDF of the
optimum distribution for the poles tβmu can be adjusted for
any other prior distribution of α. This result is stated in the
following corollary.

Corollary 1.1. Given an optimum probability density func-
tion (PDF) p˚

Bp¨q of the ESN poles tβmu for the unknown
LTI system pole α distributed uniformly as α „ pAp¨q

△
“

Up´α0, α0q, the optimum ESN pole distribution changes to
q˚
Bp¨q 9 p˚

Bp¨q ¨
`

qAp¨q
˘1{4

, if the prior distribution on α
changes from pAp¨q to qAp¨q.

We provide a sketch of a proof for this result using the same
argument as that in Sec. III-C. For α „ qAp¨q, where qAp¨q is
a non-uniform PDF, the contribution of a particular realization
αpRq to the average approximation error across all realizations
of α is now CpRq “ qApαpRqq ¨ |R| ¨ B

pRq
ε . Optimizing the

min-max objective of Eq. (20) requires CpRq “ CpR1
q for

any two neighborhoods R and R1. However, since qAp¨q is no
longer constant across neighborhoods, this becomes

qApαpRqq ¨ BpRq
ε “ qApαpR1

qq ¨ BpR1
q

ε . (32)

Using only the leading terms in B
pRq
ε and B

pR1
q

ε , we get

qApαpRqq ¨

`

∆pRq
˘4

`

1 ´ βcpRq2
˘4 “ qApαpR1

qq ¨

`

∆pR1
q
˘4

`

1 ´ βcpR1q2
˘4 ,

ñ
`

∆pRq
˘4

9

`

1 ´ βcpRq2
˘4

qApαpRqq
. (33)

Recognizing that ∆pRq 9 1
M ¨qBpRq

, we get

q˚
BpRq 9

pqApαpRqqq1{4

`

1 ´ βcpRq2
˘ . (34)

Thus, the modified optimum PDF q˚
Bp¨q for a global allocation

of ESN poles can be written in terms of a general pole
realization β, similar to Sec. III-C as

q˚
Bpβq 9

pqApβqq1{4

p1 ´ β2q
“ p˚

BpβqpqApβqq1{4, (35)

giving the result in Corollary 1.1.
Thus, if the system pole α follows a known non-uniform

distribution qAp¨q, the “optimum” distribution to sample the
ESN reservoir weights from is not simply qAp¨q itself, but
is rather a function of qAp¨q which is further skewed by the
universal optimum PDF p˚

Bp¨q. This is an important insight
which informs that configuring the ESN reservoir weights
according to the same distribution as the LTI system pole is
in fact sub-optimal and a better initialization strategy exists.

E. Extension to Higher-order LTI Systems

In the preceding sections, we have considered the atomic
problem of approximating a first-order IIR system having a
single pole using an ESN consisting of randomly selected
reservoir weights (poles) and trained output weights. We now
generalize the target function to a higher-order LTI system, in
particular, a linear combination of first-order poles [45], i.e.,
su “

řK
k“1 vksαk

, for some weights vk P R, k “ 1, . . . ,K.
This is written in the transform domain as

Supzq “

K
ÿ

k“1

vk
1 ´ αkz´1

. (36)

We would like to approximate this higher-order system with
an ESN consisting of a random collection of poles tβm,ku

corresponding to each system pole realization αk. This ap-
proximation can be written as

Supzq «

K
ÿ

k“1

˜

M
ÿ

m“1

Wm,k

1 ´ βm,k

¸

. (37)

Denoting the projection error incurred in approximating
each first-order component sαk

as εk, we recognize that an up-
per bound on VARpεkq has been obtained as VARpεkq ď Bεk

in Theorem 1. Then, the variance of the total approximation er-
ror ε across all K poles is given by VARpεq “ VARp

řK
k“1 εkq.
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Since the LTI system poles tαku are not independent in
general, an upper bound on VARpεq can be obtained as

VARpεq ď K2 ¨ max
k

`

VARpεkq
˘

ď K2 ¨ max
k

`

Bεk

˘

. (38)

Therefore, the optimum PDF minimizing the approximation
error of a single first-order IIR system also minimizes the
same for a linear combination of such poles.

F. Reservoir with Random and Sparse Interconnections

The conventional ESN in state-of-the-art practice uses a
reservoir that is sparsely connected with randomly weighted
interconnections between the constituent neurons. In the case
of non-interconnected neurons, the reservoir weights matrix is
Wres “ diag

`

tβmuMm“1

˘

. However, this is not the case for
a sparsely interconnected reservoir. Performing the eigenvalue
decomposition of the general sparse (non-diagonal) Wres,

Wres “ QΛQ´1, (39)

where Q P CMˆM is the matrix containing the eigenvectors
of Wres. For a non-interconnected reservoir, Wres “ Λ and
Q “ IM . On the other hand, for a random and sparsely
interconnected reservoir, the elements of Wres induce a cor-
responding distribution in Λ such that the elements of Λ may
no longer be independent [49]. However, the projection error
due to a general random sparsely interconnected reservoir ESN
will always be lower bounded by the projection error due to
a non-interconnected reservoir with its weights sampled i.i.d.
from p˚

Bp¨q. Although p˚
Bp¨q has been derived for the case

of non-interconnected neurons, we will show in this section
that even with random and sparse (weighted) interconnections
between the neurons, where the recurrent and interconnection
weights are drawn from a uniform distribution, the projection
error in this case is still lower bounded by the projection error
with tβmu

i.i.d.
„ p˚

Bp¨q. This can be seen by invoking the state
update and output equations for the linear ESN, i.e.,

xresrns “ Wresxresrn ´ 1s ` Winxinrns (40)
xoutrns “ Woutxresrns (41)

Substituting Eq. (39) in Eq. (40), we get

xresrns “ QΛQ´1xresrn ´ 1s ` Winxinrns,

ñ rxresrns “ Λrxresrn ´ 1s ` ĂWinxinrns, (42)

where rxresrns
△
“ Q´1xresrns and ĂWin

△
“ Q´1Win. Using

QQ´1 “ IM in Eq. (41), we get

xoutrns “ ĂWoutrxresrns, (43)

where ĂWout “ WoutQ.
Thus, a general linear ESN with random and sparse inter-

connections between its reservoir neurons can be diagonalized
and the analysis for its optimization is the same as that for
a reservoir without interconnections, i.e., for Wres “ Λ.
We will empirically show in Sec. V that a linear reservoir
with random interconnections does not provide additional
performance gain and is still bounded by the performance of
the non-interconnected reservoir ESN with weights sampled

from the optimal p˚
Bp¨q. This conclusion holds in general for

reservoirs with linear activation, i.e., the best performance for
a reservoir with linear activation will only be achieved for
the case of non-interconnected neurons with tβmu configured
by sampling i.i.d. from p˚

Bp¨q In other words, p˚
Bp¨q is the

optimum PDF to sample tβmu from only when the neurons
are not interconnected.

Studying the impact of nonlinear activation to derive the
optimum PDF, even with non-interconnected neurons can
be challenging. Although local approximations of the state
update equation around the zero state can be obtained us-
ing the Jacobian, which is an approach used in stability
analysis [50], this is generally analytically tractable only for
specific activation functions, e.g., the hyperbolic tangent (tanh)
function. Alternative approaches may include incorporating the
nonlinear activation by modeling the state update equation as
a higher-order autoregressive process, up to an order that may
admit tractable analysis towards the optimum PDF. Finally,
operator theoretic methods [51] could be a possible solution
for handling the nonlinear activation, however their tractability
towards deriving the optimum PDF remains to be studied.
The effect of nonlinear activation on random interconnections
between neurons will be addressed in our future work.

IV. TRAINING WITH LIMITED SAMPLES

In the preceding sections, we have considered the or-
thogonal projection of an LTI system’s impulse response on
to the subspace spanned by the reservoir of the ESN, and
solved the problem of finding the optimum basis for this
subspace. The optimum output weights tW˚

mu for the linear
combination of these basis functions are given by Eq. (11).
However, this makes use of the knowledge of the particular
realization of α or viewed alternatively, requires infinitely
many samples to learn tW˚

mu. In practice, however, we do
not observe or know the true model of the system being
simulated, but have access to only a limited number of labeled
input-output data samples. Under this scenario, the output
weights w

△
“ rW1 W2 . . . WM sT are trained with limited

training data using the conventional approach of least squares
optimization of the ℓ2 regression loss. For a training sequence
consisting of input-output pairs tpx1, y1q, . . . , pxL, yLqu, w is
estimated as

pw “
`

yTX:
res

˘T
, (44)

where y
△
“ ry1 y2 . . . yLsT P RLˆ1 is the ground truth and

Xres P RMˆL is the reservoir states matrix containing the state
vector xresrns from n “ 1 to n “ L in its columns. When
multiple sequences are used for training, the training rule is
modified as

pw “
`

syT
sX:

res

˘T
, (45)

where sy P RNpL is the concatenated ground truth across Np

training sequences, and sXres P RMˆNpL is the concatenated
reservoir states matrix. The availability of only a finite number
of labeled training data samples leads to the well-known issue
of model selection. In the context of ESNs, this translates into
selecting an optimum reservoir size M such that the test loss
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is minimized while avoiding an excessively large reservoir
size that may lead to overfitting. The Akaike Information
Criterion (AIC) [52] is a well-known model selection criterion
that penalizes large model sizes. The main AIC result can be
written as

argmin
M

D ppX,Y px, y;αq||pX,Y px, y;βm,Wmqq

“ argmin
M

D pppX,Y px, y;αq||pX,Y px, y;βm,Wmqq `
M

NpL
,

(46)

where pX,Y px, y;αq denotes the true unknown joint dis-
tribution with parameter α from which the input-output
sample pairs are generated, i.e., the unknown LTI system.
pX,Y px, y;βm,Wmq denotes the joint distribution generated
by the ESN model with parameters tβmu and tWmu and
Dpp||qq denotes the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence be-
tween two probability distributions with PDFs pp¨q and
qp¨q. Since we cannot observe the true joint distribution
pX,Y px, y;αq in practice and only observe a finite number
of input-output samples, we only have access to the empirical
joint distribution ppX,Y px, y;αq. Thus, the argument of the LHS
of Eq. (46) is representative of the test loss, while the argument
of the first term on the RHS of Eq. (46) is representative of
the training loss computed using a finite number Np of input-
output pair sequences, for which a scaling law as a function
of M has been derived in Theorem 1. The second term on the
RHS M

NpL
represents the overfitting penalty imposed by the

AIC. Combining this observation with the result of Theorem 1,
we get

Ltest 9
1

M4
`

M

NpL
(47)

With this relationship, we can derive an order for the optimum
reservoir size M˚ which minimizes the test loss Ltest. This is
obtained by first setting

dLtest

dM
9 ´

4

M5
`

1

NpL
“ 0. (48)

Solving this, we can obtain an order of magnitude for the
optimum reservoir size M˚ as

M˚ “ O
´

pNpLq1{5
¯

. (49)

Note that this result does not give the exact reservoir size
in terms of number of neurons, but is rather an approximation
of the order of the optimum reservoir size needed to minimize
the testing loss. Furthermore, the AIC is one of many model
selection criteria, e.g., Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC),
Generalized Information Criterion (GIC), among others [53].
However, such model selection criteria is beyond the scope
of this paper. A statistical learning theory-inspired model se-
lection criteria for ESN-based multi-antenna wireless symbol
detection is developed in our previous work [42].

V. NUMERICAL EVALUATIONS

In this section, we provide numerical evaluations to vali-
date the theoretical results derived in the preceding sections.
Specifically, our objective is to experimentally verify the result

of Theorem 1 and validate the optimality of the distribution
p˚
Bp¨q for the reservoir weights under various scenarios.

A. Sampling from the Optimum Distributions

For the case of uniformly distributed system pole α, we
use the Von Neumann rejection sampling method (accept-
reject algorithm) [54] to draw i.i.d. samples from the optimal
reservoir weights distribution p˚

Bp¨q, as well as the modified
optimum PDF q˚

Bp¨q for non-uniformly distributed α, as shall
be seen in Sec. V-E. Alternatively, its empirical form [55] can
avoid computing the PDF scaling constant.

B. Projection Error Scaling Law from Theorem 1

The main result of Theorem 1 is a scaling law for the
projection error as a function of the reservoir size in neu-
rons. This is a key result that also translates to the rate
of decrease in the training loss when training a standard
linear ESN under limited training data. The projection error
ε of Eq. (12) is simulated over 105 Monte-Carlo runs for
α „ Up´0.95, 0.95q for an ESN with a non-interconnected
reservoir, i.e., Wres “ diagptβmuMm“1q. The resulting plot
of the empirical error versus M is shown in Fig. 8. We can
observe that the simulated projection error using reservoir
weights tβmu configured using the optimum PDF p˚

Bp¨q is
significantly lower than the error obtained using reservoir
weights drawn from Up´0.95, 0.95q. Additionally, the em-

Fig. 8. Validation of the scaling law for the projection error (ε) of Eq. (12)

pirical ε approximately displays an M´4 dependence when
its reservoir weights are configured using p˚

Bpβq, compared
to approximately an M´2 dependence displayed when the
weights are sampled from Up´0.95, 0.95q, indicating a good
match between theory and numerical evaluations.

In addition to plotting the projection error, we also validate
the scaling law via the empirical sequence approximation error
εseq, defined as

εseq “
1

NsimL

Nsim
ÿ

i“1

}y
piq
LTI ´ y

piq
ESN}22, (50)

where y
piq
LTI P RL and y

piq
ESN P RL are the sequences each of

length L output by the unknown LTI system being simulated
and by the ESN approximation respectively in the ith Monte-
Carlo run. Note that the output weights w P RM for the
sequence approximation task are computed using Eq. (11),
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i.e., they are selected as the optimum values tW˚
mu that result

from orthogonal projection given the value of the realization
of α in each run. This is plotted in Fig. 9 for a sequence
length L “ 1000 over Nsim “ 105 runs. As with the simulated

Fig. 9. Validation of the scaling law for the sequence approximation error
(εseq) for sequence length L “ 1000.

projection error, Fig. 9 shows that εseq also exhibits a depen-
dence of approximately M´4 for tβmu „ p˚

Bp¨q and that of
approximately M´2 for tβmu „ Up´0.95, 0.95q. In summary,
these numerical evaluations provide strong confirmation for
the validity of the derived theoretical optimum distribution of
the internal reservoir weights.

C. Training and Test Loss under Limited Training Data

Recall that computing the projection error ε via Eq. (12)
required knowledge of the particular realization of α in each
run, or alternatively the availability of infinitely many training
samples. However, with limited training data as in practice,
we can verify that a similar scaling trend versus M and
improvement in performance in terms of the training and test
losses is obtained when configuring the weights using p˚

Bp¨q

compared to randomly generating them from Up´α0, α0q.
To validate this, the linear ESN is trained with Np “ 1
training sequence of length L “ 500 samples, i.e., pw is
computed using Eq. (45). Next, it is tested with Nd “ 10
test sequences of the same length. The empirical training loss
Ltrain

△
“ 1

NsimNpL

řNsim

i“1 }sy
piq
LTI,train ´ sy

piq
ESN,train}22 is plotted

in Fig. 10, where sy
piq
LTI,train P RNpL is the concatenated

training output from the LTI system and sy
piq
ESN,train P RNpL

is the concatenated ESN output during training respectively in
the ith Monte-Carlo run, with Nsim “ 5 ˆ 104.

We can observe that the ESN with optimally sampled
reservoir weights shows a significantly lower training loss
and approximately obeys the M´4 scaling law. The more
important practical performance metric, namely the empirical
test loss Ltest

△
“ 1

NsimNdL

řNsim

i“1 }sy
piq
LTI,test ´ sy

piq
ESN,test}

2
2 is

plotted in Fig. 11, where sy
piq
LTI,test P RNdL is the concatenated

LTI system output during test and sy
piq
ESN,test P RNdL is

the concatenated ESN output during test respectively in the
ith Monte-Carlo run. Therefore, the derived optimum PDF
for the reservoir weights can provide up to 4 orders of
magnitude improvement in the test loss at higher reservoir
sizes, indicating a huge performance gain that can be achieved

Fig. 10. Training loss versus reservoir size M for ESN trained with finite
training samples.

Fig. 11. Test loss versus reservoir size M for ESN trained with finite training
samples.

without any additional training complexity. Note that in the
simulation of a simple system such as a first-order IIR system,
it would typically take a model of a significantly larger size,
i.e., reservoir with many more neurons to start observing the
overfitting effect in the test loss Ltest.

D. Interconnected Linear Activation Reservoir

In order to validate our finding from Sec. III-F that inter-
connections between neurons in the reservoir is equivalent to
a non-interconnected reservoir with modified input and output
weights matrices, we replicate the evaluations of Sec. V-C,
but with a non-diagonal Wres, i.e., with random and sparse
interconnections between the reservoir neurons. The sparsity
of connections is controlled via the hyperparameter ‘sparsity’
(denoted as κ) which represents the probability of each el-
ement of Wres being 0. Furthermore, the spectral radius of
Wres is set to 0.95, i.e., ρpWresq “ max |λpWresq| “ 0.95
for the cases of random and sparsely interconnected reservoirs,
with corresponding weights drawn i.i.d. from Up´0.95, 0.95q.

From both Fig. 12 and Fig. 13, we can observe that the ESN
with a non-interconnected reservoir with weights configured
using the optimum PDF p˚

Bp¨q greatly outperforms the ESN
model with a sparsely interconnected reservoir with weights
randomly generated from Up´0.95, 0.95q, i.e., the state-of-
the-art practice. At higher reservoir sizes, e.g., M “ 100, we
can see a gain of up to 6 orders of magnitude in the test
loss. Additionally, for a fixed spectral radius, a change in the
sparsity of the reservoir from κ “ 0.2 to κ “ 0.5 does not
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Fig. 12. Training loss versus reservoir size M under finite training samples
for ESN with random interconnections between neurons.

Fig. 13. Test loss versus reservoir size M under finite training samples for
ESN with random interconnections between neurons.

result in any observable change in the trends of the training and
the test losses. This confirm our hypothesis from Sec. III-F that
for linear activation, random interconnections between neurons
do not provide additional performance gain.

E. Simulating change in Prior Distribution of System Pole

In this section, the result of Corollary 1.1 is validated
through simulations. Specifically, we consider a changed prior
distribution of α given by qAp¨q

△
“ N p0.7, 10´2q. Following

the same settings as in the previous sections for data-driven
training of the output weights, the ESN reservoir weights are
now configured by sampling from the modified optimum PDF
q˚
Bp¨q using the result of Corollary 1.1. The corresponding test

loss for this experiment is plotted in Fig. 14. Furthermore,
we also plot the test loss for the case of tβmu initialized
from p˚

Bp¨q, which is optimized for α „ Up´0.95, 0.95q

and not for α „ qAp¨q. Compared to randomly generating
the reservoir weights tβmu from Up´0.95, 0.95q, configuring
them using p˚

Bp¨q or q˚
Bp¨q both result in much improved

performance. However, the performance achieved with q˚
Bp¨q

which is optimized for the modified prior PDF qAp¨q is even
better than that using p˚

Bp¨q which is optimized for a uniform
prior PDF pAp¨q. This clearly validates Corollary 1.1 and
demonstrates the value in adapting the reservoir initialization
strategy to the available domain knowledge.

F. Simulating Higher-order LTI Systems

In this section, we empirically verify the optimality of
p˚
Bp¨q when approximating higher-order LTI systems of the

Fig. 14. Test loss versus reservoir size M with a changed prior PDF on α
given by qAp¨q (non-uniform distribution).

form given in Eq. (36), i.e., a linear combination of first-
order poles. Specifically, we consider a 5-th order system
by substituting K “ 5 in su “

řK
k“1 sαk

, where tαku are
sampled i.i.d. from Up´0.95, 0.95q. The corresponding test
loss is plotted in Fig. 15. Similarly to the first-order system
approximation task, we can see an improvement of up to 4
orders of magnitude at moderate to higher reservoir sizes.
This validates the applicability of the derived optimum PDF
to higher-order LTI systems.

Fig. 15. Test loss versus reservoir size M for a 5-th order LTI system.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we have introduced a clear signal process-
ing approach to understand the echo state network (ESN),
a powerful architecture of the Reservoir Computing (RC)
family, belonging to the broader class of randomized recurrent
neural networks. Employing the linear ESN to approximate a
simple linear time-invariant (LTI) system, we provide a precise
scaling law obeyed by the approximation error and a complete
analytical characterization of the optimum probability density
function (PDF) that can be used to configure the ESN’s
reservoir weights, which are otherwise randomly generated
in a pre-determined and arbitrary fashion in state-of-the-art
practice. Numerical evaluations demonstrate the optimality of
the derived optimum PDF by showing a gain of up to 4
orders of magnitude at moderate to high reservoir sizes. This
demonstrates the practical applicability and realizable perfor-
mance gains by virtue of the analysis in this work. Extension
of this analysis to complex-valued ESNs and developing an
understanding of the impact of nonlinear activation is part
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of future investigation. Additionally, deriving the optimum
weights distribution for the wireless channel equalization task
given statistical knowledge of the channel is also included in
future work.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 1

Proof. Substituting α “ βc
△
“ 1

2 pβ1 ` β2q in Eq. (23) and the
substitution β1 “ βc ´ ∆ and β2 “ βc ` ∆, we can arrive at
the following expression after some manipulation,

ε
pmidq

p2q
“

∆4

`

1 ` β4
c ´ β2

c p2 ` ∆2q
˘2 ,

“
∆4

p1 ´ β2
c q4

´

1 ´
2β2

c∆
2

p1´β2
c q2

`
β4
c∆

4

p1´β2
c q4

¯ . (51)

To perform a Taylor series expansion up to the second power
for the term C

pmidq

4
△
“ 1

ˆ

1´
2β2

c∆2

p1´β2
c q2

`
β4
c∆4

p1´β2
c q4

˙ , recall the Taylor

series expansion for 1
1`x for x ! 1 given by

1

1 ` x
« 1 ´ x ` x2 ` Opx3q. (52)

Applying this to C
pmidq

4 , we obtain

C
pmidq

4 « 1 ´

ˆ

β4
c∆

4

p1 ´ β2
c q4

´
2β2

c∆
2

p1 ´ β2
c q2

˙

`

ˆ

β4
c∆

4

p1 ´ β2
c q4

´
2β2

c∆
2

p1 ´ β2
c q2

˙2

,

“ 1 `
2β2

c∆
2

p1 ´ β2
c q2

`
3β4

c∆
4

p1 ´ β2
c q4

` Op∆6q. (53)

Using this approximation in Eq. (51), we arrive at Lemma 1,

ε
pmidq

p2q
“

1

p1 ´ β2
c q4

∆4 ` Op∆6q. (54)

■

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF LEMMA 2

Proof. With the substitutions β1 “ βc ´ ∆, β2 “ βc ` ∆
and a sequence of algebraic manipulations, we can arrive at
the following expression for the derivative of the neighborhood
error w.r.t. α, evaluated at the mid-point α “ βc

△
“ 1

2 pβ1`β2q,

Bεp2q

Bα

∣∣∣∣
α“βc

“
4βcp1 ´ β2

c ` ∆2q
`

p1 ´ β2
c q2 ´ β2

c∆
2
˘3∆

4. (55)

Since a power series expansion for Bεp2q

Bα

∣∣
α“βc

in terms of ∆
is required, we first obtain a Taylor series expansion for the
term 1

pp1´β2
c q2´β2

c∆
2q3

as follows. Rewriting this term as

1
`

p1 ´ β2
c q2 ´ β2

c∆
2
˘3

“
1

p1 ´ β2
c q6

ˆ

1 ´
β6
c∆

6

p1´β2
c q6

`
3β4

c∆
4

p1´β2
c q4

´
3β2

c∆
2

p1´β2
c q2

˙ . (56)

Next, we perform an expansion for the term

C
pboundq

6
△
“

1

1 `

ˆ

3β4
c∆

4

p1´β2
c q4

´
3β2

c∆
2

p1´β2
c q2

´
β6
c∆

6

p1´β2
c q6

˙ , (57)

using the Taylor series 1
1`x « 1 ´ x, for small x. Thus,

C
pboundq

6 « 1 `
3β2

c∆
2

p1 ´ β2
c q2

´
3β4

c∆
4

p1 ´ β2
c q4

`
β6
c∆

6

p1 ´ β2
c q6

. (58)

Simplifying Eq. (55), we get

Bεp2q

Bα

∣∣∣∣
α“βc

“
4βcp1 ´ β2

c q∆4 ` 4βc∆
6

p1 ´ β2
c q6

C
pboundq

6 . (59)

Substituting with the Taylor expansion for C
pboundq

6 from
Eq. (58), it follows that

Bεp2q

Bα

∣∣∣∣
α“βc

«

ˆ

4βcp1 ´ β2
c q∆4 ` 4βc∆

6

p1 ´ β2
c q6

˙

ˆ

ˆ

1 `
3β2

c∆
2

p1 ´ β2
c q2

´
3β4

c∆
4

p1 ´ β2
c q4

`
β6
c∆

6

p1 ´ β2
c q6

˙

,

“
4βc

p1 ´ β2
c q5

∆4 ` Op∆6q, (60)

yielding the result of Lemma 2. ■
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